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LIVE:
PERFECTA NEW GENERATION THE MODULAR MACHINE SYSTEM WITH SUPERIOR FORM AND FUNCTION
October 2018, Meerbusch, Germany –
German tea packaging specialist TEEPACK will present the latest version of its PERFECTA
NEW GENERATION tea bag packaging machine, the modular machine system with superior
form and function at Gulfood Manufacturing 2018 in Dubai.

The PERFECTA NEW GENERATION tea bag machine offers a wide range of tea packaging
solutions. Now equipped with an easy access to entire machine operating groups, the
PERFECTA NEW GENERATION facilitates a much faster interchangeability of assemblies.
As a result of this, the maintenance time is considerably reduced for even more production
efficiency.
And as a significant completion of the whole production cycle, the integrated box erecting
device type ISA and the lid closing device type IDS is now available for the first time.
The PERFECTA NEW GENERATION system combines all advantages of innovative and
modular technology with an outstanding hygienic design. Constructed and produced
according to the high standards expected of a reputable German manufacturer, the
PERFECTA NEW GENERATION modular machine system is a real productivity factor for
efficient production. It incorporates completely new engineering features and therefore offers
improved usability, shorter changeover times and easier maintenance.
Optimized for even more choices of packaging solutions and efficiency.
At present, the PERFECTA NEW GENERATION system is available in five different
versions – able to adapt to individual double-chamber tea bag packaging standards and
requirements. Whether tag knotting/stapling or filter bag knotting/stapling is required, even up

to 22cm³ filling volume. Whether naked tea bags or crimped/heat sealed envelopes are
produced. Or finally automatic cartoning with the box erecting device type ISA and lid
closing device type IDS or an all-in-one solution packed in flow pack bags. The PERFECTA
NEW GENRRATION modular machine system with its packaging versatility offers
flexibility and utmost efficiency.

The PERFECTA NEW GENERATION is more than the upgrade of one of the most
successful tea packaging machines on the market. It constitutes a further step towards the
world of modular systems, giving the maximum flexibility for growth and expansion.
Expanding the range of packaging with additive components, without the need to replace the
entire machine.
Relying on innovative German technology for premium quality products, increasing
efficiency while reducing costs
●

Modular construction

●

Quick format changes

●

Fewer staff required

●

Longer maintenance intervals and shorter maintenance times

●

Low spare parts consumption

●

High production efficiency

●

Flexibility and Reliability

●

Superior safety standards

●

German premium quality and perfection

Brief profile
Headquartered in Meerbusch, near Duesseldorf, Germany, Teepack Spezialmaschinen GmbH
& Co. is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Teekanne Group, one of Europe´s major
manufacturers of tea and fruit/herbal infusions.
With its approximately 180 employees, Teepack is one of the world’s leading providers of
tea-bag packaging systems, and has a presence in over 50 countries. Since 1948 and as the
inventor of the double-chamber tea bag, the company has designed and manufactured a broad
range of double-chamber tea bag packaging machines. Today, the portfolio comprises single

machines as well as fully automated filling lines. TEEPACK is a partner to the global tea
industry, having supplied more than 3.000 machines worldwide. Since 2005, Teepack has also
manufactured vertical form, fill and seal machines for the packaging of loose tea, coffee,
pasta, rice, candies, cereals and pet food, as well as non-food products.
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